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In the digital field, the evolution of interactive 
settings has always been linked to technologi-
cal progress and the settling of collective use 
experience. Currently with the arrival of smart 
mobile devices we attend to a new stage in 
the evolution of digital settings. The icon, fre-
quently established as key to all interaction in 
operative systems, has given way to new com-
municative resources capable of coexisting 
and structuring different use experiences in 
the service of information.
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The relationship between technology and user 
through interactive settings poses an interesting 
field of research. In recent years, massive social 
adaptation of smart mobile devices has generated 
a vast field for graphic experimentation. Symbols 
and icons, present from the beginning of domestic 
technology, have undergone a process of graphic, 
semantic evolution based on the synthesis that 
makes us consider the future of these cross-media 
elements. Is the tactile media surpassing the com-
municative system which has been dominant in 
the digital field since the 70s?
From the domestic technology boom after the in-
dustrial revolution human beings have been sur-
rounded by machines and devices that have formed 
a visual grammar installed in the collective imagi-
nation. These objects, having one or several specific 
functions, relate with the user through the elements 
of interactive features such as buttons, levers, switch-
es, menus, etc. In each act of reading an object, the 
user needs descriptors and symbols to give meaning 
to these elements which conform an interface. Thus 
such elements facilitate comprehension of the use of 
the machine. The digital field, riddled with iconog-
raqhic elements from its beginning has used sym-
bols and metaphors to allow connection between 
the individual and the machine. Paradoxically, tech-

nology has used the more primitive communication 
systems, such as symbols, to represent the functions 
of its more advanced devices.1
The icons we find in technological devices conform 
single elements provided with meaning, since they 
communicate a specific function that anticipates 
its action. In general, we understand this relation-
ship from the point of view of communication 
between the human being and the hardware/soft-
ware,2 even though it spans from the physical but-
tons of a very simple household appliance to the 
home automation switches fitted in any house. 
Quoting Stephen Littlejohn, Semiotics incides on 
the manner in which the producers create symbols 
and how the audience understands them.3 These 
symbols respond to a semiotic representation of 
their function, generating a graphic transcription 
of a physical or virtual result. The icons that make 
up these activators have a special capacity of be-
ing cognitively detected and are understood as 
“objects” due to their single character, constructing 
symbols through their graphic elements.4 

We find the foundation of the communication be-
tween object and user in the relationship between 
the symbol and the object. An act of communica-
tion in which several actors take part is generated. 
The industrial and graphic designers and engi-
neers that proposed the function and are in charge 
of encoding the device become transmitters in 
charge of synthesising its functions. These use the 
interface of the device as a channel to conform a 
visual code through its icons. The operation and 
use of the machine or device is the message that 
reaches the final receiver, the user of the machine 
or device. Thus a relationship is established, encod-
ing (by the transmitter) and decoding (reading and 
assimilation by the receiver).5 This relationship is 
essential in what we could define as “reading the 
object”. Knowing its meaning could result essential 
in tasks of designing interactive settings typical of 
the current media. The figure of the designer is so 
crucial within this process that some authors such 
as Thomas Erickson have coined the term superde-
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signer6 to define the multidisciplinary creator capa-
ble of integrating, in the same project, the tasks of 
engineering, graphic design, communications and 
psychology. Followingly we will analyse the crea-
tive process of the interactive hypermedia icons as 
well as their aesthetic and semantic evolution.

Birth and Evolution of Icons in the Digital 
Field
Irruption of a new technology brings with it the cre-
ation of new user settings, these requiring, in turn, 
descriptors and symbols for the user, these requir-
ing, in turn, descriptors and symbols to codify their 
function. In the initial range of development of the 
interface, the first approaches to the design are usu-
ally solved through typographical descriptors, facili-
tating the use of each of these elements through a 
lexicon system. This option, clear and direct, implies 
evident linguistic limitations that damage the uni-
versality of its use, as well as a greater difficulty for 
the sectors little accustomed to handling fundamen-
tal systems in text.7 On the other hand, pictograms 
and symbols established in the collective imagina-
tion of a great part of the evolved societies have a 
universal feature and are capable of solving these 
problems in tenths of seconds, and through the  use 
of metaphors or by schematisation through signs of 
the basic functions (such as the use of direction ar-
rows for the actions of “return” of “next”).
Even so, repeating a constant pattern, the settings 
of interactive use are not exempt of semantic and 
graphic evolution: during the first stages of the use 
of the interface, the designers choose a visual con-
figuration in which the setting is defined mostly 
by text descriptors, understanding this as an ap-
proximation to the user to help him understand its 
operation. When this technology takes on a univer-
sal character and their basic operation is compre-
hended by the group of users, it evolves towards 
interfaces made up by icons with an important 
metaphoric charge.
The design of graphic elements in the audiovisu-
al field in the 60s is an excellent example of this 
discourse. The era of massive production of high 
fidelity devices began with the launching of the 
first devices that allowed playing cassette tapes. 
These first units had different switches for their 
basic functions (play, pause, fast forward). In their 
first versions, these switches were accompanied by 
a typographic descriptor that revealed its use, be-
ing possible to read play, stop, rec, forward on each 
of them ( Fig.  1). Around 1963 with the system in 
full expansion, the appliance designed by Phillips 
led by the designer Phillip Orson conformed a new 
universal language with the incursion of the icons 
that we currently know and that became an imme-
diate standard within the sector ( Fig.  2). Based on 
these fundamental directional signs the play ac-
tion was represented by a triangle pointing right, 

representing the movement of the tapes. From this 
premise, the double triangle to indicate fast for-
ward and through its direction advance or rewind 
was clearly indicated. For stop function the use of 
the rectangle (probably supported in the stability 
of the square) and that is how for the pause func-
tion, the universal symbol was finally conformed 
by a rectangle with an empty space in its centre, 
dividing it in two and making it understood that it 
was a temporary pause in later reproduction. The 
simplicity of these elements represent an example 
of modernity and functional design, transcending 
the technical support to maintain current electron-
ic reproduction systems. 
Indubitably, the most interesting example of evo-
lution of a graphic code based on icons is that of 
personal computer devices during the last forty 
years. During the decade of the 70s, after years 
based on the relationship between user and op-
erative system in text interfaces, the advances of 
the Xerox PARC company gave place to the first 
metaphor of the desk,8 considering what we know 
as the WYSIWYG system.9 In it, the different func-
tions are represented by elements that refer to the 
physical field such as the use of folders and files, 
paper basket, paint can, etc (Fig. 3). This use of a 
metaphoric setting implies appropriation of the 
previous cognitive experience of the individual in 
favour of better assimilation of the operation due 
to the mechanical similarity of mental processes.10 
In this way, the icon in the interface, established as 
a symbol, is the key to the cognitive interpretation 
between human and device.
This idea was implemented later by the Apple 
team in its computer Lisa with greater success 
and commercial distribution. At this point, it is 
fundamental to mention the work of the designer 
Susan Kare11 responsible both of the design of the 
icons which first appeared in the 1984 Macintosh 
and of giving their final form to these metaphors 
installed in the present technological imagination. 
Kare’s icons and symbols, much more humanistic 
and concise in character than those proposed by 
Xerox PARC, were conformed in a 32x32 grid in 
black and white, illustrating a set of actions never 
before represented and maintaining a coherent 
criteria among them (Fig. 4). In this work we find 
two specially critical factors, the first, the process 
of interpretation and codification of the tasks to 
be carried out by linking with highly recognisable 
metaphoric elements. On the other hand, it must 
be pointed out the excellent work of graphic codi-
fication where within a reduced grid of pixels the 
designer was able to construct a program of rec-
ognisable icons capable of generating an excellent 
visual code,12 minimising key factors in the design 
of interfaces such as learning time, the speed at 
which tasks can be performed and percentage of 
user errors.13
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This media developed continuously during the 
next decades refining the graphic aspect in the 
entire setting, experiencing a slow but constant 
movement towards the current more normalised 
state. The evolution of the aspect of computer icons 
was marked by the accelerated power increase of 
computers. During a long time icon designers were 
conditioned by the limitation of the visualisation 
devices.14 From a first low resolution, monochro-
matic phase the change was to use colours (from 
a maximum of 4, 16 and 256 in a palette, to the cur-
rent TRUE COLOR of more than 16 million), as 
the Atari TOS (1985) interfaces, the AMIGA (1985) 
system or Windows 1.0 (1985, Fig.  5). Even so, the 
allegorical visual system beginning in the 70s has 
remained practically intact, growing in visual com-
plexity and nuances but conserving the key codes 
previously mentioned. We must highlight, the set 
of icons designed in 1989 in the firm NeXT for 
NeXTstep, work of the designer Susan Kare super-
vised by Steve Jobs himself. We can state that it is 
the first icon ecosystem with evident skeumorphic 
vocation, which uses an incredible graphic power 
to represent icons of realistic aspect, similar to the 
real buttons of realistic photo aspect. The skeumor-
phism,15 which we shall speak of later, supposes by 
some analysts such as Jason Mesut an aesthetic 
resource based on the use of reference to obsoles-
cence to minimise the shock the user might suffer 
in facing an unknown interface.16

At the end of the 90s we attend a graphic refine-
ment process in favour of more user-friendly inter-
faces in which graphic design has a fundamental 
role in differentiating between competitors. Be-
sides, in this stage, the first design trends appear 
in the media, existing in the decade of the 2000s a 
clear evolution toward addition of reflections, sur-
faces similar to glass and transparencies (Fig. 6). 
This responded to a wager for taking the maximum 
advantage of the display possibilities and to con-
tinue nudging the user toward discriminating set-
tings of familiar and attractive aspect17 (see cases 
such as the interface aqua presented by Apple in 
2000 or Windows Vista in 2007).

New Media, New Icons. The Path Towards 
Creating a New Code
Between the beginning of the desk metaphor in 
the 70s to the end of the decade of the 2000s, the 
line of interactive icons traced a clear slope towards 
standards. In 2007 the incursion of new technology 
opened a new field of experimentation to interface 
designers. Tactile technology was implemented 
with the first iPhone (Fig. 7) and, later, in all tactile 
devices, changing the designers’ concept of inter-
activity of users and device. With clear similarities 
to the desk setting known in desktop computers, 
these new interfaces had a dramatic conditioning: 
the reduced size of their screens and limited pixel 

density required re-thinking the media to allow ad-
equate cognitive reading and therefore a satisfac-
tory use experience. 
Just as we found a style evolution in the icons of 
technological fields previously mentioned, in the 
case of tactile interfaces we can find two clearly 
differentiated itineraries: the first, an aesthetic 
progress defined by the bond of graphic trends 
of these last years together with an important 
semantic evolution in which symbols have pro-
gressed from a completely evident aspect linked 
to the text descriptor to the current more synthet-
ic state that is supported in the experience of col-
lective use of the devices.
Besides, the stores selling new mobile technologies 
allowed development of applications by third par-
ties. This meant that users would not only find in-
terfaces designed by the great software companies, 
but also by independent development teams that 
were able to publish their projects and therefore, 
allowing media permeability directly from global 
design trends. This, together with the enormous 
adaptation of tactile mobile devices had between 
2007 and 2009, made the media evolve at a pace 
unknown until then in the digital field.
This evolution and maturity in the tactile field has 
generated its own standards and codes. These allow 
and facilitate the evolution of the media since under 
the synthetic and light aspect of the current appli-
cations there are a number of key conventions that 
allow us to carry the synthesis of these cross-media 
elements to their limit. It is easy to find clear cases 
of symbols becoming standards in the apps that we 
use daily as is the case of the magnifying glass to 
represent all action linked to data search or filter. 
This symbol that appeared as binoculars in the first 
web navigators, has become finally the standard 
and we find it in the immense majority of current 
apps (Fig. 8). Similar cases are the icons linked to 
the functions of locating. The board with the down-
ward pointer (rounded or square) is the key symbol 
to describe this function. Other examples are the 
configuration icons (represented by bolts or me-
chanical systems), the profile pages (silhouettes 
of characters), or the omnipresent icon of home to 
represent the function of return to square one.
An interesting case of symbolic representation of a 
function is found in the icon known as hamburger. 
With its three horizontal stripes it has become stand-
ard to describe unfolding menus. It appeared for the 
first time in the XeroxStar interface, and after some 
years in disuse it was rescued by the Apple design 
team for its first version of the iOS. In few years it has 
become a new standard in the sector which appears 
as an unfolding hidden menu, as in many web and 
software navigators in the current desk.18

Tactile technology has had great social penetra-
tion thanks to the principle of ‘direct manipula-
tion’ as opposed to the ‘indirect’ one of the mouse. 
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This has allowed bringing these devices closer to 
population sectors never before familiar with do-
mestic computers, independently of age and edu-
cation. We can take for granted that the collective 
imagination created by the development of these 
platforms has reached true levels of universality.

Return to Synthesis. Flat Design
We have shown how the tactile media has generated 
a vast code of its own symbols and cannot neglect 
the graphic evolution that these icons have under-
gone in the last years. In the evolution of desk in-
terfaces previously analysed we have seen a clear 
ascending curve with respect to the complexity of 
visual detail of the interactive icons. Starting with 
clearly limited systems that obliged proposing syn-
thetic solutions, the technical evolution of the devic-
es took us to settings of great variety of details and 
clear skeumorphic inspiration. The trend continued 
in a similar mode with the arrival of smart mobile 
devices; we should understand that the interfaces 
proposed by the designers implied in the first ver-
sions of iOS and Android held a clear visual connec-
tion with the desk metaphor previously remarked. 
This responded to the media’s quest for universal-
ity, facilitating access of the interface to the greatest 
span of possible public.19 Besides, the basic signage 
elements (controlling functions such as “return”, 
“next” or “more information”) were determined in 
their majority by text descriptors encased in the 
arrows, symptoms that indicate a clear introduc-
tory intention countering the lack of knowledge of 
the media. This approach, maintaining these meta-
phors was successful and these interfaces had great 
acceptance, after a few years these settings showed 
signs of stagnation and it became necessary to radi-
cally reassess their aspect.
From 2010 a new trend contrary to the skeumorphic 
design of icons and symbols so widely extended in 
the beginning of the media. In this occasion the syn-
thesis of the elements seems a key pretext for graph-
ic experimentation. We can summarise the motives 
for this change of paradigm in two key points: first 
the mature use of this media determined a famili-
arity on the part of users with the basic functions, 
therefore making it easier to represent graphically 
with less elements. On the other hand, we also find 
a clear need of differentiation from some of the key 
companies in this setting, being Google (which de-
veloped its own style guide for webs and apps called 
material20) and Microsoft (with its interface Metro) 
the pioneers in suggesting visual systems different 
from the skeumorphic setting present in Apple de-
signs (Fig.s 9 and 10). In these systems a clear syn-
thesis of visual elements of the interfaces became 
prominent, from icons to work windows themselves, 
discarding fade-outs and effects to concentrate on 
the power of flat colours, contrast between shapes 
and a precise typographic work.

The work of synthesis carried out by both compa-
nies had consequences: the entire graphic design 
world understood the changes of direction and the 
trend has also extended to web design, as well as 
to the icons themselves in operative systems. The 
trend, called Flat Design has become even more 
evident and did not only have rapid growth in the 
mobile interfaces but also infected the other media 
previously stagnated such as web design, design 
of operative systems and even corporate  graphic 
design. There are good cases of this trend like the 
icon redesign for the Chrome navigator in 2012 
(Fig. 12). Apple itself has reassessed its principles 
launching in September 2013 a new version of its 
mobile operative system iOS7 clearly renewed, and 
of flat inspiration. From the modernisation of the 
Microsoft logotype done by Pentagram (Fig. 13), 
to the restyling of the icons in iOSMaveriks (see 
the “finder” in Fig. 14 or that of Safari in Fig. 15) we 
attend to a complete turn with respect to the com-
plexity of symbols or icons in the digital realm. 
Besides, another factor that is generating clear con-
ventions in the design of applications for smart-
phones and tablets stems not so much from the 
aspect of key icons as in their location within the 
physical space of the device screens. For example, it 
is difficult to find applications where the home but-
ton is not placed on the left hand of the screen. In the 
same way, configuration icons and those of profiles 
usually occupy the right side, leaving a intermedi-
ate space reserved for icons linked to the services 
of camera, galleries, geolocation, etc. The universal-
ity of these parameters besides the aesthetic criteria 
previously mentioned are aspects which can serve 
us to classify the design of applications as good or 
poor in accordance with criteria of usability, moder-
nity and structuring of contents.21

Tactile Resources Behind the Traditional 
Icon
The merging of the two aspects analysed above 
(creation of aesthetic convictions together with the 
predetermined distribution of elements) has given 
place in the last few years to new design strategies 
that occasionally take the place of icons. We are at-
tending a process of synthesis that is encoding the 
aspect of interactive symbols to their minimum ex-
pression. Some are beginning to lose the metaphoric 
link with their function becoming cognitive appeals 
that the user, based on his previous use experience, 
is already capable of decoding. For example, a circu-
lar symbol in the middle of a mobile application can 
be understood as the activator of a camera function 
(see the comparison between the Instagram icon 
and that of the Phhhoto in Fig. 16), while the same 
symbol on the upper right of the screen can be sur-
mised as an activator to unfold user options.
Besides, it is possible to find alternative solutions 
to the stagnated use of icons in all the apps func-
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tions, as in the phenomena of “invisible activators”. 
These allow interactions through the gesture of 
sliding or intuitive touches on the screen borders. 
In this manner, the mobile navigator Safari shows 
the search bar only when the user slides the scroll 
to the beginning of the web page, keeping it hid-
den the rest of the time. Videos and galleries on 
the Facebook mobile app have dispensed with the 
characteristic “close” symbol (cross). This function 
is done sliding the element up or down, generating 
a more natural navigation experience. 
In this manner, responding to the unknown we 
proposed at the beginning of this article, the evo-
lution of the tactile interfaces and their symbols 
is moving towards discriminating of the symbol 
in favour of the gesture, since the nature of the 
tactile media has begun to dispense with the in-
teraction through icons that has been dominant in 
the graphic interfaces during the last forty years. 
Although it is risky to predict the disappearance 
of the icon in digital settings (the very tactile na-
ture still requires its use to construct visual itiner-
aries), the incursion of gesture interactions helps 
us sense a future in which information will be pre-
dominant in favour of a minimally invasive inter-
face fundamental in the collective use experience. 
Besides, the appearance of new devices with dif-
ferent formats and sizes from those already known 
may result key to the trend that interactive sym-
bols will bring us in the coming years. Media such 
as wearable technology22 are bringing operative 
systems to the surfaces of watches, bracelets and 
all types of complements, where we find millimet-
ric icons of great visual synthesis. Besides these 
devises are based on the use of haptics that allow 
notifying the user using small stimuli perceived 
by the individual through their skin, generating 
new channels of communication between user 
and interface that would work coexisting with the 
visual codes we have analysed. 
The realm of interactive element design has shown 
an evident permeability with respect to technologi-
cal, cultural and aesthetic advances. The character-
istics of the new devices together with the codes 
generated by the collective use of the media itself 
generate new design paradigms. The predomi-
nance of icons leaves way to a new stage where 
the use experience, tactile gestures and sensorial 
interaction with the devices are the key resources 
in service of information  
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